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Fill in the blanks. 

1. A participial phrase is built with the _____________ or ____________ participle followed 

by optional _______________ and _______________. 

2. A participial phrase works as a(n) _________________ that modifies a noun. 

3. A participial phrase that has no noun to modify is called a(n) ____________________  
      modifier. 
4. A participial phrase that is not near the noun it modifies is called a(n)_________________ 

modifier. 

Write the participial phrase in each sentence.  Write NONE if the sentence does not contain an participial 
phrase. 

5.  Disgusted with himself, Kyle threw down his racquet. 

        ________________________________________________    

6.  The treasure buried by the pirates has never been found. 

        ________________________________________________    

7.  After checking with Gina, I called the restaurant. 

        ________________________________________________    

8.  The group gazed at the stained glass windows, casting vibrant spots of color on the floor. 

        ________________________________________________    

9.  The shark, swimming in circles ten feet below us, seemed to ignore our presence. 

        ________________________________________________    

Write an participial phrase to complete the sentence.  Add commas as necessary. 

14. ________________________________ the monkey swung by his tail to the lower branch. 

15. The birthday cake ____________________________ tasted delicious. 

16. Everyone turned to see the dog ____________________________. 

Indicate whether the underlined participial phrase is dangling, misplaced, or correct. 

10. Losing his temper, John yelled at the bus driver to stop.                             dangling    misplaced   correct 

11. Needing a break, the exercise class seemed to last forever.                       dangling    misplaced   correct 

12. Built with scrap wood and hardware, John placed the finishing touches on the birdhouse.   

                       dangling    misplaced   correct 
13. The wide receiver ran his route looking back for a pass from the quarterback.   
                       dangling    misplaced   correct 
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Fill in the blanks.  ANSWERS 

1. A participial phrase is built with the _present_ or ____past__ participle followed by option-

al __complements__ and ___modifiers___. 

2. A participial phrase works as a(n) __adjective____ that modifies a noun. 

3. A participial phrase that has no noun to modify is called a(n) ___dangling___  
      modifier. 
4. A participial phrase that is not near the noun it modifies is called a(n)___misplaced____ 

modifier. 

Write the participial phrase in each sentence.  Write NONE if the sentence does not contain an participial 

phrase.  ANSWERS 

5.  Disgusted with himself, Kyle threw down his racquet. 

        _____disgusted with himself_______________________    

6.  The treasure buried by the pirates has never been found. 

        _____buried by the pirates________________________    

7.  After checking with Gina, I called the restaurant. 

        _____NONE______________________________    

8.  The group gazed at the stained glass windows, casting vibrant spots of color on the floor. 

        _____casting vibrant spots of color on the floor_________________________    

9.  The shark, swimming in circles ten feet below us, seemed to ignore our presence. 

        ___swimming in circles ten feet below us_____________________    

Write an participial phrase to complete the sentence.  Add commas as necessary. ANSWERS WILL VARY 

14. ___Grabbing the banana,________ the monkey swung by his tail to the lower branch. 

15. The birthday cake ___,decorated with balloons,___ tasted delicious. 

16. Everyone turned to see the dog __standing on its hind legs__. 

Indicate whether the underlined participial phrase is dangling, misplaced, or correct. ANSWERS 

10. Losing his temper, John yelled at the bus driver to stop.                             dangling    misplaced   correct 

11. Needing a break, the exercise class seemed to last forever.                       dangling    misplaced   correct 

12. Built with scrap wood and hardware, John placed the finishing touches on the birdhouse.   
                       dangling    misplaced   correct 
13. The wide receiver ran his route looking back for a pass from the quarterback.   
                       dangling    misplaced   correct 
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Fill in the blanks.   SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION—Provide a word bank. 

 

  adjective  past  complements  modifers 

  dangling  present misplaced 

Write the participial phrase in each sentence.  Write NONE if the sentence does not contain an participial 

phrase.  SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION—Give hints. 

5.  Disgusted with himself, Kyle threw down his racquet. 

        ____describes Kyle’s feeling__    

6.  The treasure buried by the pirates has never been found. 

        ___indicates which treasure__________    

7.  After checking with Gina, I called the restaurant. 

        _____participial phrase do not begin with a preposition__________    

8.  The group gazed at the stained glass windows, casting vibrant spots of color on the floor. 

        ___describes what the windows do___________    

9.  The shark, swimming in circles ten feet below us, seemed to ignore our presence. 

        ____describes the shark’s movements_____________    

Write an participial phrase to complete the sentence.  Add commas as necessary. SCAFFOLDING SUGGES-
TION—Give the participle. 

14. _____Grabbing__________________ the monkey swung by his tail to the lower branch. 

15. The birthday cake ____decorated________________________ tasted delicious. 

16. Everyone turned to see the dog ___biting_________________________. 

Indicate whether the underlined participial phrase is dangling, misplaced, or correct. SCAFFOLDING 
SUGGESTION—Give hints. 

10. Losing his temper, John yelled at the bus driver to stop.                             dangling    misplaced   correct 

John is the person losing his temper. 

11. Needing a break, the exercise class seemed to last forever.                       dangling    misplaced   correct 

Who needs a break? 

12. Built with scrap wood and hardware, John placed the finishing touches on the birdhouse.   
                       dangling    misplaced   correct  

What was built? 
13. The wide receiver ran his route looking back for a pass from the quarterback.   
                       dangling    misplaced   correct 

Who is looking? 


